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ORGANIZATION OF THE COLLOQUIUM
The faculty members were chosen after the decision had
been made on the area of study for the Colloquium. Brian
Goodwin was asked to head the group working on Time-dependent
Variations ^n Cells. Ernest Pollard, Paul Scheie and J. F.
Danielli would lead the group on Intracellular Relationships
and Cell Theory. Robert Rosen and Martynas Ycas headed the
group working on Pattern Generation and Morphogenesis.
Howard Pattee, Luigi Bianchi and Jon Hamann were asked to
head the group on Self-reproducing Automata and Relational
Systems and Cell Theory. N. Leibovic led the Information
Processing by Cell Assembly group. At first, six working
parties had been suggested, but due to the shortage of
funds, or. Pattee's group and Dr. Bianchi and Mr. Hamann's
group were amalgamated.
When the faculty had accepted the invitation to head the
groups, the Colloquium was advertised in the usual ways.
This resulted in receipt of around 100 applications. The
faculty met with the Director to consider these applications
after complete files and references had been obtained for
each one. Applican-cs were assessed according to their suit-
ability to fit into the working parties and twenty were
selected as being best qualified to work productively in the
various groups. A back-up list of 33 applications were
placed in order of suitability for various working parties and
were invited after the first group had indicated whether
they would be able to attend or not. Since funds were extremly
short due to reduction in availaiile funds and to large in-
creases in costs, each successful applicant was asked to
FV
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obtain funds, if possible, from other sources.
Subsequent to obtaining this information, other suitable
applicants were invited as funds became available. In ail
thirty applicants attended.
A general meeting was held at the start of the Colloq-
uium to communicate relevant information to the group and to
answer queries. The faculty met on the w7erage once a week
to discuss prcgress in their groups and to arrange lectures
for the next week. Formal lectures were giver two or three
days a week at 8:30 AM, followed by discussion, after which
parties adjourned to their own meeting rooms. Each working
party arranged their own Program. They took the general form
of discussion groups in the morning and evening with study and
preparation of reports in the afternoon. The entire Colloquium
was maintained at an informal level, allowing full freedom
of movement between groups and the spontaneous formation of
interest groups.
The time period of the Colloquium was considered to be
most suitable for the initiation, discussion and completion of
the working party studies. A longer time would have been
too heavy a load to carry at this pace.
The last few days of the Colloquium were devoted to the
report - back sessions of working party accomplishments.
Members rather than faculty q,,ve these talks and it was
thought to be a valuable experience by the working party
members. The Colloquium resulted in the output of some new
and original work. About twenty papers arising from the
Colloquium will be published in a special issue of the Journal
`_
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of Theoretical Biology.
The Colloquium as a whole was considered at the final
faculty meeting. There was common agreement that this was a
very successful meeting, though there were a small number of
individuals who did not participate adequately in the program.
The formal lectures were agreed to have been a success
this year. They were flexible and evolved as the conference
progressed.
A mixture of experimentalists (with theoretical leanings)
and theoreticians should be encourar*ed for these types of
meetinqs.
Work would continue on many of the projects studied
at the meeting and a Number of new projects were evolved, e.g.
it was thought desirable to have a study made of reassembly
of egg cells from components.
It was agreed that a further colloquium should be held
in about three years time. r further meeting sooner than
this would not be justified since new ideas would not have
had time to mature.
WORKING PARTIES
Subject, faculty,participants
Reports
Speaker
E. Pollard
B. Goodwin
Ti. Goodwin
S. Kaufman
H. Pattee
A. Winf ree
B. Goodwin
K.N. Leibovic
J.F.D3nielli
K. Jecn
D. Warner
J.F. Dan ielli
J. Hamann
L. Bianchi
0. Shear
J.F.Danielli
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GF.NFRAI. LECTURES
Time
	 Title
July 16	 Synthesis of E. Coli
8:30 AM
July 17 Temporal Spatial Mappings for
8:30 AM Positional Information in Embryos
July 22 Temporal Spatial Mappings	 (con't.)
8:30 AM
July 23 Development of Order in Random
8:30 AM Switching Networks
July 24 Ordering Principles in Continuous
8:30 AM and Discrete Systems
July 29 Metamorphosis of Fruit Flies,
8:30 AM Spontaneous Diurnal Rhythm
July 29 Film on Embryology
7:00 PM
July 30	 Activity of single cells in
8 . 30 AM	 the Nervous System
July 31	 Synthesis of Cells
8:30 AM
August 5	 Protein Structure
8:30  AM
August 6	 Discussion on Minimal Membranes
8:30 AM
August 7 Relational Systems
8:30 AM
August 8 Session on Muscle
1:30 P14
August 11 Session on Aging
1:30 Prs
August 12 Report-back Sessions
August 13 (see program page 7)
August 14
8:30 AM
l-
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WORKING PARTY I
	
- Time-dependent Variations in Cells
Faculty: Dr. B. Goodwin, University of Sussex, England
Participants-
Ur. S. Kaufman, University of Chicago, Illinois
Dr. A. Winfree, University of Chicago, Illinois
Dr. R. Manougian, University of California, Berkeley
Mr. W. Woolley, University of Maryland, College Pk.
Dr. D. Mantik, Hansen Laboratories, University
of Stanford, California
WORKING PARTY II
	
- Intracellular Relationships and Cell Theory
Faculty: Dr. J. T. Dan:el.li, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Dr. E. A. Pollard, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Penna.
Dr. Paul Schefe, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Penna.
Participants:
Miss K. Moelling, University of California,
Berkeley
Dr. K. Jeon, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Mrs. V. Jordan, University of Maine, Orono
Dr. N. Goel (transfered to III)
University of Rochester, N.Y.
Dr. M. May, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
WORKING PARTY III - Pattern Generation and Morphogenesis
Faculty: Dr. R. Rosen, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Dr. M. Ycas, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, N.Y.
Participants:
Dr. L. Demetrius, University of California,Berkeley
Dr. H. Martinez, University of California,
San Francisco
Dr. R. Campbell, University of California, Irvine
Mr. R. Schwartz, Stanford University, California
Dr. R. Gordon, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
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WORKING PARTY IV	 - Self-reproducing Automata, Relational
Systems and Cell 1 V eory
Faculty: Dr. ti. Pattee, Stanford University, California
Dr. L. Bianchi, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Mr. J. Hamann, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Participants:
Dr. M. Conrad, Stanford university, California
Dr. R. Moore, SUNY at Plattsburg, N.Y.
Dr. M. Pincus, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute,N.Y.
Dr. D. Shear, University of Georgia, Athens
Dr. P. Bright, University of Texas, SW, Dallas
Dr. S. Stivala, Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, New Jersey
WORKING PARTY V	 - Information Processing by Cell Assembly
Faculty: Dr. K. N. Leibovic, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Participants:
Dr. E. Bal.slPv, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Mr. T. Mathieson, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Dr. K. Reid, University of Louisville, Kentucky
Dr. 0. Sittler, University of Eastern New Mexico,
Portales
Mr. V. Jayanthinathan, SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y.
Mr. H. Geller, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio
Mr. G. Pertile, Syracuse University, N.Y.
Mr. F. Young, Syracuse University, N.Y.
Dr. C. Torda, NYU Medical College, N.Y.
Mr. P. Cull, University of Chicago, Illinois
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PROGRAM
Report-back Sessions
Wednesday, August 13th
Group I Chairman	 Ed ManouSian
	
8:30	 S. Kauffman - Genetic variability, phenotypic
AM	 stability and neoplasia; or flak and fluff.
	
9:15	 W. Woolley - A model of homeostatic control system
deriving from a Hamiltonian
	
10:00
	 Coffee Break
	
10:10	 S. Newman - An int a grative principle for physics and
biology
	
10:55	 Winfree's conjecture
Group II Chairman	 J. F. Danielli
	
1:30	 Paul Scheie - Limits of existence of cells
PM
	
2:15	 Karin Moelling - Spatial relationship between DNA,
R*1A and Ribosomes in E. coli
	
3:00	 Marian May - Hypotheses of steroid action
	
7:00	 Consideration on Cells for Mars
(a) Virginia Jordan - Review of isoprene hiochPmistr.y
	
7:45	 (b) J.F. Danielli - Hypothetical isoprene based
macromolecules
Chairman - M. Ycas
	
8:30	 Special Presentation - J. F. Danielli
	
PM	 Application of Maxwell's theories of cells
Thursday, August 14th
Group III Chairman	 Ti. Ycas
	
8:30	 R. Rosen - Introductory statements
AM
	
8:40	 M. Martinez - Absolute Maxima
	
9:00	 N. Goel - Absolute Maxima
	
9:40	 Coffee break
	
10:15	 R. Campbell - Local Maxima
	
10:35	 M. Ycas - Onions
r
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Thursday, August 14th (con't)
Group IV Chairman	 J. Hamann
11:00 J. Hamann - Random Control
A.M
11:30 P. Bright - Evolution of life vs Newtonian mechanics
1 . 30 R, Conrad - Ecological stability and parallel
PIM processing
2:15 ti. Pincus - A stochastic optimization procedure
3:00 D. Shear - Examination of the properties of
stability	 (a specific case)
Group V Chairman	 K. N. Leihovic
	
7.00	 K. N. Leibovic - Two prohlems on information
PM	 processing
	
7:30	 F. Balslev - Mathematical investigations of binocular
space perception
	
8.15	 T. Mathieson - Experimental work on binocular space
perception
	
8:45	 K. Reid - Quantitative Analyses of experimental data
on visual adaptation
	
9:25	 H. Gel:er - Analysis and retinal organization
r4
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TIME DEPENDENT VARIATION IN CELLS
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
I would like to consider the questions and topics listed
below. The scope of these problems is broad, and the reading
lists are a thin covering of the ground. Any papers that you
think are relevant to these questions will be very useful
to have at the Colloquium.
1) Temporal ,rder: the cell cycle.
1. What dynamic behaviour is to be expected in self-
reproducing systems?
a) Dynamical characterization of self-reproduction:
a self-reproducing system returns to the
neighbourhood of its initial state, defined in
terms of intensive variables, after a finite
period of time.
2. What kind of stability do self-reproducing systems
have?
3. How does one introduce statistical variation into
a dynamical system with asymptotic stability? Add a stochastic
variable to the dynamics? Construct a statistical mechanics?
a) Methods of constructing Hamiltonians for dynam-
ical systems with attractor sets (asymptotic stability).
4. A dynamical theory of the cell cycle.
READING LIST
M. Arbib (1969). Self-reproducing automata - some implications
for theoretical biology in "Towards a Theoretical
Biology", Vol. II. Edinburgh University Press, p. 204.
P. Fong (1968). Phenomenological Theory of Life. J. Theoret .
Biology, 21, 133.
r-10-
B. Goodwin (1969). Growth Dynamics and Cell Synchronization
in "Microbial Growth", p. 223. Cambridge University Press.
S.G.M. Symposium 19.
S. Kauffman (1969) Metabolic stability and epigenesis in
redundancy constructed genetic nets. J. Theoret. Biol.,
22, 437.
R. Pritchard et al (1969). Control of DNA Synthesis in Bac-
teria in "Microbial Growth", S.G.M. Symposium 19, 263.
A. Winfree (1969). The temporal morphology of a biological
clock in A.A.A.S. Symposium, "Some ^ iathematical Problems
in Biology".
2) Temporal and Spatial Order: epigenesis.
1. Given that cells are self-reproducing systems,
temporally differentiated and hence with periodicities in
variables defining their state, how could spatial order arise
in aggregates of interacting cells?
2. A periodic wave-propagation model of epigenesis:
spatial order from temporal girder via synchronization and
phase-shifting.
a) Experimental and theoretical implications of
this theory.
b) Analysis of embryonic melds and pattern for-
mation in hydra, early amphibian development,
and the retinal-tectal projection in the
amphibian visual system.
c) Evidence for the theory from experiments on
regeneration in Hydra littoralis.
READING LIST
J. T. Bonner (1963). "Morphogenesis", Atheneum Press.
C. H. Waddington (1956). Principles of Embryology, Chap. I.,
IX, X, XIV. Allen & Unwin.
G. R. Delong and A. J. Coulombre (1967). Devel. Biol. 16, 513.
.U-
R. M. Gaze, M. Jacobson, G. Szekely (1963). The retino-
tectal projection in Xenopus with compound eyes.
J. Physiol. 165, 484.
R. t-l. Sperry (1963) . Chemoaf.finity in the orderly growth
of nerve fibre patterns and connections. P.N.A.S.
50, 703.
3) Perspective: Biological Dynamics
1. I-'hat do we want of a dynamical theory in biology?
Qualitative analysis - topological properties? Ouantita-
tive prediction - dynamics and statistical dynamics?
2. Is the hasic dynamic !rode of activity of biological
systems the limit cycle (including degenerate limit cycles,
with orbital but not asymptotic stability)?
a) If so, hog► can we construct a comprehensive
dynamical theory on this basis?
3. Is it necessary to retain a duality of descrip-
tion of biological process characterized roughly by the
dynamics vs automata theory antinomy, analogous to the wave-
particle duality of physics? Or is there a comprehensive
resolution?
r
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TIME DEPENDENT Vr.RIkTION IM CELLS
b) Deport
Temporal and Spatial Organization of Biological Systems.
The Main preoccupation of the group has been an
attempt to deduce the dynamical behavior which character-
izes complex biochemical net,-Yorks under the constraints
which operate in biological systems at the cellular level
and above. A secondary problem is the complement of this!
given particular types of dynamical behavior in cells, what
spatial order is likel y to emerge from aggreqates of inter-
acting cells, with particular initial and boundary conditions?
So far the following analyses have been advanced:
1. Metabolic networks simulated by switching automata
obeying Boolean algebra, T,rhich interact with a low order of
connectivity, nearly always show cyclic behavior in their
steady states. This analysis has peen extended to show that
metabolic networks with macromolecular control elements
operating with high stoichiometry to give sharp responses will,
with high probability, have low connectivity and hence will
show limit cycle type behavior in the steady state. This
network approach has been applied to the problem of the
origin of self-replicating systems, with a demonstration that
this property emerges naturally from catalytic nets with
low connectivity.
2. An investigation of the dynamical consequences of
certain efficiency criteria applied to chemical networks
has produced evidence that optimal behavior of the network
r-1.3
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with respect to ener gy utilization and product yield occur
when the variables oscillate.
3. The mathematical renresen*ation of oscillatinq bio-
chemical networks with stable temporal organization has
been under investigation from a phenomenological point (if
view. one approach has been to proceed in a manner similar
to that followed in the development of quantum mechanics,
starting with equations of the form
du 
= A(x) e i^ (x )dx
and Ath constraints on A (x) and m (x) definer', by the observed
`)ehavior of Biological systems. Another ap proach has been
to study oscillatory systems with asymptotic stability which
are representable in Hamiltonian form either in the oriqinal
space or in a transformed space. Such systems allow of an
analysis in terms of generalized statistical mechanics.
4. An investigation of a particular problem in develop-
mental pattern formation has been carried out. A detailed
Model of the retinal-tested projection in the amphibian
visual system in terms of the phase-shift theory, has been
realized.
r
I
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may 5, 1969
Theoretical Biology Colloquium 1969
Intracellular Relationships and Cell Theory
Dear Colleague-
Fnclosed is a proposed program for our Working
Party. t•Tithin a few weeks you will receive photo-
copies of materials listed. You are asked -
1) to propose additional topics for the
Working Party
^) to contribute other materials for circulation
to the group
3) to send in draft or outline manuscripts to be
worked upon at Fore Collins.
Each study group will endeavor to prepare a number
of completed manuscripts by the end of the meeting,
which will he puhlished as a report in a special issue
of the Journal of Theoretical Biology.
Please acknowledge receipt of this letter. Further
materials will reach you around May 20 106`1 and June 15th.
Yours sincerely,
"Marian May for Jim Danielli
/rk
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INTRACELLULAR RELATIONSHIPS A %1D C7LL THEORY
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
viorking Method	 F. C. Pollard
Three methods of workino naturally levelop. The first
is in the general group discussion - either as forty theoretic-
ians or as our own group. The second is in tv ►os and threes
with occasional consultants from the other groups. The third
is work in the library alone. The second method is usually
exciting and productive but for it to get going quite a hit
of library work alone is needed and, in addition, it needs
to be set in context by the first group discussion. "hat
proves to be most helpful is a certain amount of preliminary
work in the library of the home institution in the weeks
prior to Fort Collins. The topics suggested act as a guide
for this precharging of batteries and it is good to exert
some imagination about data and mathematical methods before-
hand and to bring some of the results of acting on the
imagination to Fort Collins, when you come.
It will also be of help if each member will select
three topics and tell us ahead. In addition he should suggest-
any more topics which occur to him.
?hat is doubtful help to us is to regard the collo-
quium as simp ly an extension of ones own exact interest. It
should he an extension but capable of a deviation to join
the common interest.
I
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INTRACELLULAR RFLATIONSHIPS AND CELL THEORY
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
Circulation: Pollard*, Scheie*, Danielli*, Lin, Moellinq,
►lay, Jordan, Goel (*faculty members)
Program
Saturday, July 12 bast day for arriva? of faculty members
Sunday, July 13	 94 ►' Meeting of all faculty members
Last day for arrival of participants
Monday, July 14	 8:30A'4 Scheie lecture - Limits of Existence
of Cells
10-11:30AM Group discussion
11:30A'1-7:0OPM Free time
7-10:OOPr i Group discussion
Group discussion of the 14th will be to
finalise the working Program of the group,
for presentation on 15th July.
Tuesday, July 15	 8:30-10:30AM Lecture and discussion on
hypothetical cells
1) Proposed cells for Venus (atmospheric
cel lsj - Pollard
2) Solid state cells - Scheie
3) Proposed cells for Mars - Oanielli
10.30-1 1 : 30A^+
7-10:00P T 1	 Presentation of (7roup programs
to Colloquium assembly. This presentation
should be the final definition of member-
ship of 14orking Parites, an3 of relation-
ships between T,'orking Party programs
The following lectures will he presented, possibly on
if , 17, In July:
Compatibilities of Cell Components - Jeon
Diffusion and Competition Problem3 - pollard
The Minimal Cell "tembrane -
The following problems and to pics have been proposed for
discussion, and for preparation of papers:
r17-
At least three types of experiment will be discussed,
with a view to defining the boundary conditions for success.
These types are (i) reassembly of amoebae, (ii) reassembly of
ova, (iii) insertion of chloroplasts into non-photosynthetic
cells.
2. Limits of existence.
One approach to finding the minimum condition for cellular
life is to stress cells to the point of irreversibility. Mum-
erous experiments have been reported that employ one or two
such stresses. A review of these with some thoucrht to possible
combinations of many stresses may permit a guess as to the
minimum requirements for the transition from a non-living
to a living state.
3. Solid state cell.
flow much of a cell is in liquid form? Some N.M.R.
experiments are currently being interpreted as showing more
hound molecules than is compatible with ideas of ordinary
solutions. A review of this literature is proposed
together with possible implications of some solid state
phenomena to our present picture of a cell.
4. Multiple valence... examples, phosphorous, sulfur.
Is this type of element essential to life? ran silicon
substitute? Is the form of energy transfer associated with
the change in the character of a bond essentially the manly
kind of energy transfer energy available to life"'
5. Atmospheric cells.
The atmosphere of Venus is dense, rich and warm if not
--
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ho':. Can living cells be conceived which could operate by
high rressura gas kinetics in this environment? Means for
flotation, for growth, and division, for capturing radiant
energy and for death and decay need to be profided. various
schemes can be devised and analysed.
5.	 Diffusion and competition problems.
Rate; of synthesis are almost diffusion limited in
bacterial cells. In designing "test tube" experiments to
permit life to "take Off" the races produced may well be very
small, possibly too small. In-addition competition by anal-
ogous but incorrect substrates may be More damaging if the
reaction vessel has no compartmentation but the living cell
does.
Numbers for these processes need to be assembled and
critically important experiments suggested.
7. Cells for non-aqueous liquid media.
What are appropriate structural and chemical analogs of
the structural and chemical devices which have been selected
for terrestrial cells, which are essentially for aqueous
media?
8. What are the minimal requirements of cell membranes?
9. What more than_ a minimal membrane is required for
morphogenesis (a) of the unicellular organism, (b) of the
multicellular organism.?
PLEASE; NOTE: You are asked to suggest additional topics now.
-19-
INTRACELLULAR RELATIOLgShIPS AND CELL THEORY
b) Report
The group began by discussing the limits of existence
of cells. We concluded that the known range of existence for
terrestrial cells far from exhausts the possibilities im-
plicit in the terrestrial cell system. The range of known
terrestrial cells is probally much more limited by range of
ecological niches than by ranges in properties of material
from which cells are composed.
Ile went on to discuss cells for Mars and Venus. One of
the first conclusions was that we would like to know more of
the limits of existence of a DNI genetic system e.g. limits
on temperature. No work was done on this but we hope N. Goel
or someone with similar interests will do so in the future.
We decided, in additio.i to aqueous phase cells, that
gaseous cells, solid state cells, cells growing on solid
surfaces and cells growing in bulk hydrocarbon media must
be considered. A useful preliminary study was made of
isoprene biochemistry in r-Taticn to hydrocarbon phase cells
and a first study made of the possibility of constructing
macromolecules and membranes from complex polyisoprenes.
Membranes with some functions analogous to those of the
plasma membrane of aqueous phase cells certainly can be made
and it seems likely that isoprene based enzymes could be riade.
An extended discussion -as held on the possibility of
the spontaneous assembly of E.coli given a functional genetic
system and appropriate minimal biochemical systems. This
-20-
discussion led into an examination of existing data on the
relations of DNA, RNA, and ribosomal synthesis of proteins
within the dimensions of an 7.coli cell.
The alternative approach to cell synthesis, i.e., re-
assembly by appropriate mechanical techniques using preformed
components, was also discussed in detail. The present lim-
itations on the success of this technique arising from in-
compatibility of components from different species was not
felt to be likely to prevent assembly of a wide variety of
cell types.
Some discussion was held of control of cell function
by steroids and of the apparent inadequacy of E.coli as a
model for the understanding of steroid response in mammalian
systems. A review of the literature was prepared and a study
made of the probable points of estrogen action.
A discussion also initiated on the minimal cell membrane.
This was unproductive, perhaps due to a lack of contact be-
tween other theoretical groups with appropriate experimental
systems.
r	 ^
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PATTERN GENERATION AND MORPIiOGENSIS
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
The program of the Working Party on Pattern Generation
and Morphogenesis will be the intensive study of certain
selected topics belonging to the literature of "self-organ-
ization" and "self-assembly". The purpose of our work will
be twofold: (a) to obtain an understanding of pattern clen-
eration as it relates to the special systems under consider-
ation, and (h) to obtain a better insight into the nature of
self-organizing systems in general.
There are three levels of biological organization in
which sufficient background has been accumulated to allow
a deeper study of self-organization in th+:se systems:
a. The level of protein tertiary structure, as a
function of primary structure. The prevailing hypothesis
here is that the amino acid sequence of a polypeptide un-
iquely specifies the active folded form of the polypeptide,
that this active form is a form of minimal energy, and that
the transition from unfolded to folded form proceeds
spontaneously. That the polypeptide is able to fold itself
up correctly without the need of outside information is ob-
viously an instance of what we refer to as self-organization.
b. The level of assembly of viable virus particles out
of their components. In the simple spherical viruses, and in
tobacco mosaic virus, it has been shown that typical virus
particales will assemble themselves out of protein coat
-22-
monomers and nucleic acids, and that therefore the information
required to specify the viral structure resides completely
in the inherent binding properties of the monomer units. In
these viruses it is thus legitimate to speak of "self-assembly"
of these particles. As in the previous case, the assembly
of virus is regarded as a spontaneous passage to a least
energy state, the only difference here being that we are
dealing with populations of heterogeneous molecules rather
than with a single molecule. In each case, however, we may
note that the entity being organized is free to explore a
wide variety of states (i.e. the system possesses anAnherent
motility), with the organized state being energetically favored.
C. The level of populations of cells. The particular
systems we have in mind here, and which will he tha main focus
for the work of our Working Party during the summer, are those
which arise in the experiments on sorting out of populations
of cells taken from developing embryos. It has become clear,
from the work of Holtfreter, Townes, Moscona, Steinberg, and
others, that artificial aggregates of embryonic cells will
organize themselves in highly specific ways, which in many
cases are reminiscent of the organization of the same cells
in the intact embryo. Consult the attached reading list for
precise references. our specific problem will be to study
the sorting-out process, and especially to discover what
light is thrown on natural morphogenesis by the behavior of
these artifically produced populations.
A beginning in this direction has already been made by
Steinberg. He has proposed a phenomenological model, resting
-23-
on only two postulates: (a) the cells in the population are
differentially adhesive, and (b) the cells are able to move
around and explore alternate configurations. As he points
out, these postulates make no assertions about the nature of
theforces responsible for adhesion (this is why the model is
phenomenological) and the conclusions will hold for any pop-
ulation of motile, differentially adhesive units (such as for
the individual molecules in a mixture of two or more immicible
liquids). Steinberg's model, and the experimental work he has
done to corroborate this model, are fully reported on in
Steinberg's papers, and I would urge all members of the
Working Party to become familiar with Steinberg's work before
coming to Colorado.
All three of the self-organizing systems we have des-
cribed, at three different levels of biological organization,
should be clearly recognized to have many commion features.
In each case there is a freedom on the part of the system
being organized to explore a variety of alternative states,
and in each case the final end state attained by the system
is "the" one which is energetically favored in some approp-
riate sense. The nature of the units and the forces between
them are grossly different, but formally the phenomena are
all the same.
The problem around which I would like to organize this
summer's work is the following: to determine the morpho-
genetic capabilities of systems of motile, cohesive units;
particularly their capabilities to form structures of bio-
logical interest, such as tubules and lamellae. At our
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disposal are the adhesive or cohesive interactions between
the units, and the measure of energy or potential which we
impose on the system. What we wish to determine are such
questions as- does a particular choice of interactions give
rise to a single unique preferred end-state of least energy?
Can we choose interactions in such a way that a particular
desired end-state (e.g. a tubular structure) becomes a pre-
ferred end--state? If this can be done at all, can it be
done in more than one way, can we devise experimental tests
to distinquish between the alternatives? Do the values so
determined throw any light on the nature of the underlying
cohesive forces between the units (e.g., are they such that,
say, van der Waals interactions are excluded)? If we cannot
generate particular real biological patterns with differ-
ential adhesiveness and motility alone, can we introduce
other organizational principles in a systematic way so that
the desired patterns will be produced? Some examples:
adhesions not constant but variable according to the en-
viornment of particular units; adhesions variable in time;
differential cell multiplications and cell deaths permitted
in the system. In each case the aim is to propose specific
algorithms for the generation of biologically interesting
structures, based only on the properties of the units com-
prising the system, together with some means of determining
in experimental situations whether one or another possible
algorithm is actually implemented in a specific case.
If we can do this with reasonable assumptions on the
nature of the units, we shall have thrown light on morphogensis
-ZS-
in differentiating systems as self-organizing systems. If
we cannot do this, it follows that real morphogenesis is
not entirely a process of self-organization, but that added
information is coming in from outside. This is not. entirely
impossible; at the other biological levels mentioned earlier,
it seems likely that the assembly of more complicated virus
particles (e.q. the 12-even bacteriophages) are not entirely
self-assembly processes, and even that the folding up of
polypeptide chains is enzymatically assisted in some cases.
In either case, we will have learned something important about
real morphogenesis, stating with the behavior of artific-
ially produced cell populations.
To fix ideas, let me describe briefly a model that I
have set up for the study of these problems. I do not intend
that this model shall occupy us exclusively this summer; I
only mention it to help fix ideas. By all means, feel free
to pursue it if it seems germane to your own thoughts on the
subject, but feel equally free to develop your own methods of
approach.
Let us consider initiall,? a population made tip of two
cell types, .like Steinberg's mixture of heart and retinal
cells, immersed in a medium. The model is two-dimensional
for simplicity, but it generalizes easily to three dimen-
sions, and to any number of cell types. We idealize the
population as a (region of a) plane, divided up into squares,
and thus forming a tesselation. At an instant of time, each
square in the tesselation is occupied by a cell of one type
or another (let's call them black and white) or by the medium,
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and the confiquration is specified by numbering the squares
in the tesselation in some convenient way and specifyinq what
kind of cell occupies the square at the given instant. Fach
such configuration is called a pattern. For simplicity, we
suppose that the number of cells of each type is fixed and
does not change.
An example of such a pattern is shown in the next figure;
black cells are hatched, white cells are vacant, and squares
containing medium are indicated by an M:
`1	 P !	 i 1	 M	 I^! 
14	 i
P1	 ^^^;	 M
1
i
Notice that there are five different kinds of edges which
can occur in such a pattern. A black cell may abut against
another black cell, against another white cell, or against a
square containing medium. A white cell may abut a gainst an-
other white cell or against a square containing medium. We do
not care about adjacent squares both containing medium. Thus
the five different kinds of edges which occur in such a pattern
may be denoted by:
BB,  B1,7 , BM, M1, P1M
For any given pattern, we can count up the number of edges of
each type in the pattern. In the above pattern, we have:
BB=2, BW=8 1
 BM=4, WW=2, WM=8.
r
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Let us now associate a number with each edge type (	 )
which will measure the Adhesiveness between the corresponding
cells. For instance, let us choose:
F (BB)=2, F (AW) =0. 5, A (nm) =0, F (VA4) =1, F(%-?M)-0.25
For a given pattern, we can multiply the number of edges of
each giver, type by the number representing the aAesiveness
between the corresponding cells. Adding these together, gives
us a measure of the total energy of the pattern. For the
above pattern, with the above choice of adhesive strengths,
we find the total energy r(P) is:
E(P)= 2.2 ++(0.5).8 + 0.4 + 1.2 + (0.25).8 = 12
So much for pattern statics. We must now turn to the
question of the way in which these patterns can change in time.
There are a variety of different ways of doing this; the one
I describe being typical. Let us say that two patterns P1,
P2 differ by an elementary permutation if they are identical
except that the contents of two adjacent cells are interchanged.
Two elementary permutations are called compatible if they in-
volve nonoverlapping pairs of squares of the tesselation. We
shall say that two patterns are neighboring if they differ by
a number of compatible elementary permutations. Thus, any
individual pattern P0, determines a set of other patterns which
are its neighbors. The neighbor relation between patterns is
not transitive.
If we think of time as moving along a discrete set of
instants, we have to say what P(t +l) will be when P(t) is
given. Let us look at the pattern P(t) and the set of its
neighbors. Evaluate the energy E of each neighbor, as
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described above. If there is a uniquely determined pattern
with minimal energy, this is P(t+l). If not, we can use one
of a variety of rules to specify, out of the subset of
neighbors of P(t) with minimal energy E, a unique one which
will then P(t+l). We continue: this process until it event-
ually stops.
We can see, I hope, how to formulate all the Queries men-
tioned earlier in terms of this model, having at our disposal
(a) the number of cell types; (b) the number of cells of each
type; (c) the adhesiveness per edcTe tvpe. The model itself,
however, is rather linear; the total energy E(P) of a pattern
P being a scalar product of two vectors; thus we would expect
limitations on the kinds of stable end patterns we could
specify with such a model.
T_ hope that enough has been said to orient you toward the
kind of problems we would like to consider this summer. I
attach herewith a reading list with which I hope you will
familiarize yourself, so that we can plunge right in.
s
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READING LIST
On Protein Tertiary Structure.
1.	 Anfinsen, C. T3., "Spontaneous Formation of 3-Dimensional
Structure of Proteins"in The Emergence of order in
Developing Systems, M. Loc e, editor. Academic
Press, 1968.
On Virus Assembly.
1. Caspar, D. L. 0. & Ylug, A. "Physical Principles in the
Construction of Regular Viruses." Cold Spriner Harhor
Symposia, XXVII, (1962), 1-24.
2. Caspar, 0. L. D., ''Assembly & Stability of the Tabacco
Mosaic Virus Particle." Adv. Protein Chemistry, 18,
(1963) , 37-121.
3. Kellenberger, E., "Vegitative Aacteriophages and the
Maturation of Virus Particles." Adv. Virus Research,
8, (1961), 1-61.
On Cell Sorting.
1. Steinrerg, M. S., "Reconstruction of Tissues by Dissociated
Cells".
	
Science; 141 (1963), 491-408.
2. Steinbert, M. S., "The Problem of Adhesive Selectivity
in Cellular Interactions.', Cellular membrande and
Development, 11. Locke, editor, Academic Press, 1964.
See also the references by Holtfreter, Moscona, Townes,
Weiss cited in Steinberg's bibliocjraphies.
For comparison of Steinberg's models %-,ith another level
of physical organization, you might look at Torza, S. and
Mason, S. C., "Coalescence of Two Immiscrihle Liquid mops."
Science, 1F3, (1968), 813-814.
I
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& ,ATTERN GENERATION AND MRPHOGF.NSIS
b) Report
Some consequencies of a hypothesis proposed by Steinberg
on the self-sorting of cells are examined. The hypothesis
proposes that two properties, motility and differential ad-
hesion, are sufficient to account for cell sorting. The final
configuration reached in pure cell sorting will be one in which
the surface free energy of the system will be at a minimum.
Immiscrible liquid drops are an analogue of such a system.
We examine the implications of this hypothesis for the
morphorgenesis of real biological patterns. The system is
here modeled as a two dimensional grid, whose squares re-
present cells or ambient medium. A contact edge between two
cells is assigned a lambda value, which may be zero or positive.
Lambda thus represents the "strength of adhesion." The sum
of the products of contact edges, and their respective lambda
values is E, which may be regarded as the negative of the
total surface free energy of the system. Configurations are
maximaly stable when E. is at a maximum. The constraints on
the values of lambda which produce configurations with maxium
E have been found for configurations of two and three cell typeF
The concept of neighboring configurations is introduced.
A configuration is neighboring to another if it can be reached
from it by cell motility in unit time, assuming certain plaus-
ible rules of cell motility. Then certain configurations are
at local maxima of E, since neighboring configurations have
lower. E. values. Hence, once reached, they will be stable. A
r'1-
number of histologicaly interesting configurations are shown
to be such local maxima. It is shown that configurations may
be path dependent: i.e. can only be reached, given certain
motility rules, from a restricted number of initial
configurations.
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SELF-REPRODUCING AUTOMATA, RELATIONAL SYSTEMS
AND CELL THEORY
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
A selection of papers covering the topic of relational
systems was distributed.
_14_
SELF-REPROCUCING AUTOMATA, RELATIONAL SYSTEMS
AND CELL THEORY
h) Report
Hierarchical Control Theory & Relational Systems in Biology.
Recognizing that hierarchical organization and control
distinguishes living from lifeless matter, this group has pur-
sued as its central problem, the logical and physical basis
for the ori g in and propagation of hierarchical systems. A
general definition of hierarchy was developed along with the
specific concepts of hierarchical control and hierarchical
control continuability. (Papers by Hamann and nianchi, and
Pattee are in preparation.) Numerous examples of hierarchical
systems were discussed. A preliminary model for the auto-
nomous emergence of life was developed which satisfied certain
necessary conditions. The most crucial specific probler in
these considerations was the identification and character-
ization of the stochastic stability necessary to maintain an
hierarchical constraint.
In addition, the participants have made the following
particular contributions toward various aspects of the problem
of this -group.
M. Pincus. Development of a probabilistic extremization
method - relevant to the formal investigation of stochastic
stability.
P. Bright: Discussion of precedence of stochastic vs.
deterministic descriptions - relevant to hierarchical form.
r
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R. Moore: Discussion of biological information (entropy);
coded information - relevant to probabilistic hierarchical
levels.
D. Shear: Paper on stability in chemical reactions - re-
levant via modified ti-functiors to stochastic stability studies.
S. Stivala: Outline of book on properties of macro-
molecules - relevant to characterization of molecular stability.
M. Conrad: Paper (thesis) on computer-simulated eco-
systems - relevant to study of population stability and effect
of enviornment on biosystem stability.
;S-	 N70-18503
INFOWIATION PROCESSING BY CELL ASSEMBLIES
a) Proposed program - pre-circulated
The program will consist of a series of lectures of which
the following topics are a partial list:
I. Information Processing in Nerve Cells and Nerve Diets:
The response properties of single nerve cells.
Statistical aspects of information acquisition and
processing.
Information processing in sensory pathways.
The significance of single cells and groups of cells
in information processing.
Randomness and design in functional organization.
II. i4athematical Topics:
Dynamical Systems theory t.*eatment of single cell
responses and multi-cell interactions.
Mathematical theories of a psychophysical phenomenon
(Binocular space perception).
Members of this study group may give other lectures in
addition to those mentioned above.
There will be two specific research problems to which
this group will address itself, but others may be added to
the list later. Present plans are to investigate a specific
nerve net i.e. the amacrine-bipolar net in the retina using
the best information available on neural responses and inter-
action properties. The object of this work will be to obtain
some insight into nerve interactions in general and in this
particular instance one may hope to find out more about the
relation of nerve net responses to a (behavoral) psychophysical
r3b-
phenomenon, such as visual adaptation.
The other problem concerns binocular space perception.
Here again, one may be able to relate psychophysics to neural
"machinery". For, there is a good deal of information from
psychophysical experiments; there is a mathematical theory of
binocular space perception (Luneberg); and recently there have
been some related neurophysiological data on this problem
(Barlow). There are certain neural net hypotheses which can
be proposed and investigated.
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IIIFORNMTIOh PROCESSING BY CELL ASSEMBLIES
b) Report
The program for this group had to be orqan17ed, keeping
in mind that a) it was too large to work on a single problem,
b) that its members came from diverse backgrounds, c) that the
resources of the members needed to be utilized in attacking
the problems to be formulated.
It was therefore, decided to devote the first week or
ten days to a series of seminars in which the individual group
members would present accounts of their work and interests.
This done, two research problems were presented to the group,
one on visual adaptation and the other on binocular space
perception. The first is at present under active investigation
in a number of laboratories and regarding the second, there
is an extensive mathematical theory which was formulated by
Luneberg some 20 years ago on the basis of psychophysical data
and now some neurophysiological data have become available,
which have a bearing on the problem.
In the adaptation problem we are concerned with the re-
lationship of psychophysical data to the responses of single
cells and cell assemblies, primarily in the retina. In the
space perception problem the relationship is between psycho-
physics, the geometry of the eyes and information processing
which is presumed to take place in the visual cortex.
The following work was done on the adaptation problem:
1. A neural	 model was Proposed, based on experimental
evidence,	 r^.:conc^...Qj soc.o app. .. gently paradoxical data
w::ic:: s:.ou^ci ^:,;c,;,u::;: for t:.o r a-' o:: .;.d i, ration phunomana.
2. A rs,.....itative	 has bc-Ln curried out of
stimulus	 ar.d the corrospondirg responses i n
buhwvioral	 w:. th da::a r cl.:vant to roceptive field
	
..."ieal c:.::'•'J .^.I i:t l:.g wa s C..rried out is t0 c.et	 inQ
Input-output r clatio: s in th-.: v.. :ous neurons in the re--
.::.n^► , wi;;:: a view to synthesiz:.rirj un appropr iatc nerve nat on"'
ng c u:.::.:itative.y ada;.":L on .paenomaans.
fo y low:acj wor:c was do	 on tr.e space perception
Problem:
,	 ,	 ,♦. A ::,:...el was ;^_o; o: cd +elat., ng .10ehavicr:.l d.:.ta to a
.. _sra: h„o;.::esis of binoculz.^ space -. crce.jtion.
;:_v cwlculc,tions irdicz ted that our model
would lead ;.o	 predictions fro:a the Lun eberg theory
....d si nce there were insufficient &.ta to test our theory, we
up so:,,,: sir:: ale ex?erirzer.6. ir. which most oA. t he group
serve:: as subjects. Our results so fur had bean encouraging.
3. Then we obtained a hook through the inter-library
lean service, wh—Lch had been difficult to find and obtain.and
in which Blank had r..adc some modi::ications to the Lunebcrg
theor ,? and confirmed them on a series of experimental results.
We did so—.,.e calculations which showed that our neural hypo-
thes : could ::.3 reduced forrc.l : y to	 s theoretical
treatment.	 this means that the results of our theory :;ad
to some extent been anticipated, it also implies that we can have
confidence in our neural hy pcthesIS .
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Our contribution to date, therefore, consists of our
experimental data and the neural model of binocular space
perception with all its possible implications.
Neither the work on adaptation nor on space perception
is at a stage of completion. This is hardly to he expected
in so short a time. However, the work has advanced sufficiently
to be able to say that some very interesting possibilities
have been opened which need to be pursued and brought to a
conclusion.
Vie are preparing progress reports to take with us, so
that we can continue this work and we hope to keep in touch
at least until this work is done.
r
t
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Center for Theoretical Biology
4248 Ridge Lea Road
State University of New York at
Buffalo
Amherst, N.Y. 14226
Dear
In re;1y to yo ;ir inquiry concerning the Colloquium on Theoretical
Biology wh.ch
 is to Le held at Colorado State University at Fort Collins
from July 13 to August 151
A copy of the original leaflet concerning this collcquium is
enclosed herewith, listing the topics to be considered.
The colloquium will consist of formal meetings for five days n week.
There will be one formal lecture daily at 8:30 a.m., attended by all mem-
bers of the colloquium. After discussion of this lecture, individual
working parties will assemble and work through until lunch time, probably
11:30 a.m. After lunch there will be a recess until eaily evening to
en,nble members to take advantage of the recreational facilities available.
These are excellent. The working parties will meet again during the
evenings.
The agenda of each working party will be set up by discussion between
the working party leader and the members of the working party.
Those wishing to at:ton Z will be admitted primAri ly with a view to
their participation as x v-;rUf,ng member of one of the working parties.
Facilities will be prov4 J-:-  ^ +;'sr other spontaneous working parties, should
this be required.
It is anticipated that many of tho3e attending Uis colloquium will
wish to bring their families with them. Some members of the colloquium
will receive meals and room accoamsodation free of charge. Pre-doctoral
members will receive an honorarium of $75 per week and cost -doctoral
members will receive an honorarium of $^ GO per week. Tourist air fare
for members of the symposium will be paid, with an upper limit of $200
for the round trap. Those members of the symposium who prefer to travel
by car may receive a travel allowance equivalent to the tourist round
trip air fare, but again with are upper lirit of $200.
Travel expenses cannot be provided for members of the families of
participants, but accommodation and meals will be provided for up to
three dependents.
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Admissiors to membership of the colloquium will be announced
approximately Mach 21. Enclosed is an application form which should
be returned to us at the earliest possible mcment. Please do not fail
to attach the statement requested on point 12 of the form, indicating
your reason for wishing to attend the colloquium and, in particular,
with which working party your primary interest will lie.
All members of the colloquium are expected to be Present through-
out the colloquium. Please do not apply unless you are sure that you
can meet this condition.
Yours sincerely,
JFD:vip
	
James F. Danie?li
Eli ce .
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THEORETICP.L BIOLOGY CO, UIUM
A colloquium on the 71.eoretical biology of the Cell will
be held at Colorado State University under the administration of th3
AsM!^rican Institute of Biological Sciences from July 13 to August 15, 1969,
The program is sponsored by the National teronautics t Spnce Administra-
tion. It is designed to stimulate and encourage active renenrch in
theoretical areas related to the cell and in particular, systems theory
studies. The course of study will include lecturers and seminars, but
emphasis will be placed on encouraging participants to take part in are
nf several working parties, details of which are given below. Facilities
may also he provided for w(.rking parties in other areas. Both pre- and
Pont-doctoral fellowships are availible for those wishing to attend.
Accommodation in the University is Available to those attending and their
families. The working parties and the faculty member primarily respon-
hible are ir%► 'icated below.
1. Time-dependent variatic .n in cells - D. Goo6iin
2. Intnccellular relaticnshins znd cell reessembly -
E. Pollard, J. F. Dar.i.elli
3. florphogenesis and pattern genHrat2.cn - R. Rosen, M. Yces
4. Self-reproducing automata - H. Pattee
5. tnfomaticn processing by cell assemblies - K.N. Leibovic
6. Relational systeres and cell theory - J. IM.-tarn, L. ltirnchi
Those desiring further information should write to the
Director of the institutes
	 .
Dr. J. F. Demielli
Center for Theoretical Biology
Sumer Colloquium
424£3 Ridge Lea Road
State University of New York at Buffalo
Amherst, New York 14226
The clot:;ng date for receiving applications is February 1, 1969.
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APPLICATION FOP SUMMER C01,1^2EIUM IN TE-00RETICAL BIOLOGY
1. Name:	 Indicate in this box which working
parties you wish to work with in
2. Mdress :	 sequence of preference.
Mrrried
3. Ago.	 single _	 Spouse int name
4. Present Position:
5. Education:
Institution	 Dates	 Degrees
6. Employment:
Employer
	
Dates	 Nature of work
7. Citizenship:
R.	 Main field of interest:
9. Five most important publications relevant to the Summer School:
10. Name and address of three referees:
11. Number of dependents who will accompany you: Children
r
12. Attach a one-page statement indicating your reason fer w4shing to attend this
program.
r-46-	 Marcl: 14, 1;69
Dear Dr.
Vf a Selection Committee for tl.e "eoretical Aolo;y Colloquium this summer leas
asked me to say that you 1•ave been accepted for study group #	 on
for wliicli the facuity members are
I l e shall be able to provide free room and board for yourself and
dependents. We shall also be able to provide an l.onorarium of $
Irrespective of your method of travel, return tourist airfare for one person
will be available, with an upper limit of $200, from your Home to Denver, which
is the nearest airport to Fort Collins.
If you join the Colloquium, it will be necessary for you to arrive in Fort Collins
not later than Sunday, July 13. You will be able to leave on Saturday, August 16.
On Monday, July 14, the study groups will meet for final discussion of the working
program, and on Tuesday, July ]S, there will be a format presentation of these
prof;rams to tl^e Colloquium as a ^r' ole.	 ^t tiiat time it will be possible for you
to change your study ;Troup, or to arrange to participate in tie affairs of more
Gian one study group, sl-ould this appear to be desirable.
here are two points whist+ I sl.ould empl.asize to avoid any misunderstanding. 11,e
first is that this i.ivitati.on to participate in the Colloquium fs on tl a supposi-
tion that you will be present for LLe full period of the Colloquium, i.e., will not
leave before Saturday, August 16, and 1 .7ill take off only tEose days during this
period which have been set aside by the faculty for recreation. The second point
Is that if you are bringing children with you, it must be on the understanding that
adequate supervision will be provided by parents, either individually or by group
arrangements. I must emphasize this because at one of our previous meetings failure
Lo supervise children Led to much damage being; done to University property. I am
sure you will forgive me if I empLasize that if tl.e children are not properly super-
vised, we shall be obliged to ask the family concerned to find accommodations away
from t ►-e Fort Collins campus.
This conference is being made available througf, funds provided by Ni%SA and ad-
ministered by A.I.B.S. However, because of financial stringency, the money avail-
able for this Colloquium is less than has been -he case in the past. We have
encount ,^ red a considerable rise in living; costs at Fort Collins, and there leas
recently been a rise in air fares. Consequently, i ye have been unable to invite
as many individuals to attend the Colloquium as we would have wished. If there-
fore you are in a position to pay for your travel, or board and lodging, from other
sources such as research grant, please let me know at tl:e earliest possible
moment. The funds thereby released will be used to enable others to attend the
meeting. A number of contributions of this nature have already been made, and I
assure you such contribution will be deeply appreciated.
Please acknowledge receipt of this letter, and return the enclosed form at the
earliest possible date.
I look fon7ard Witt. the greatest pleasure to seeing you in Fort Collins. With
best wisLes.
Yours sincerely,
James F. Danielli
JFD/lg
' n  .
--
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rnm ,i Pon 711aooIrTICAL BIOLOGY
Health Sciences Center
4240 R rrGR LIRA ROAV
Ab"fr-AiT. NEW YORK IU'%
April 11, 1969
Dear
We regret to inform you, that much m-3 we would like to have you.
participnto in the S aver Colloqjium, '.n ;`hooretica3. Bi,610T, we are
unfortunate lv unAb 1 e to du so, due to the l+hor tape of funds. Your ner*
will bs placed on the reserve list, In the event that a cancellation occt>L-e.
If you can find funis to en%ble you to Pa-ticipate we will be rtest happy to
make arra.ngemnts for you to join a working party.
Thank you for your intertet. Your nam will be placed on our mailing
list for future collcquia. with best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
Marian tidy
ie'1100L OF DRNTISTRY SCHOOL OF HEALTH RELATED PROFESSIONS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE SCHOOL OF NURSING SCHOOL OF PRA W404!
A3111ated Hospitals:	 Budalo Children's	 Buffalo General	 E. 1. Meyer Memorial	 Villard Flllmore	 Vatsrani Admie,letratloo
FV
W"R FOR THRORWnCAL BIOLOGY
. - ^ . 0.40,.,, -M ...e .-...
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
Ilealth Sciences Center
424a rinGR I.B1 ROgD
AM11ERST. N9W YORK 142-:0
April 11, 1969
Dear
The selection con-ittee for the rlumeaor colloqui =
 in Theo-
retical Biology has asked me to Her that your application was
not acc,! ! pted, since in view of the way the program for the collo-
quillm has developed, you would not be able to effectively par-
ticipate in it. He thairik you for your interest in thin collo-
quium and will "il to you details of future colloquia.
Sincerely yours,
Marian Mhy
ai00L OF DPI.MIRTRY SCHOOL OF HEALTH RELATEU PROFESS!ONS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE SCHOOL OF NURSING SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Affiliated /1ospltale:	 Buffalo Cslldran'ip	B, iffalo '-ewer al	 t. 1. Meyer Memorial	 Millard TlUmore	 Veterans Adealnlstratlon
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SA,`!P!.E LETTER TO Th SE APPLYING LATE
Dear
Thank you for your letter. We deeply regret that we have
already allocated finances.for Vhe 1969 Theoretical Biology
Colloquium, We could only consider applicants now for people
who are self s-istaining.
With best wishes,
-SA-
NOTES ON ORGANIZATION AND CHECK LIST
for future colloquia.
I. Advance planning
II. Operations at CSU, Fort Collins, Colorado
III. Recommendations
IV. Check List
I.	 The summer colloquium for Theoretical Biology began
with applications from prospective attendees. Three brief
references were requested for each applicant. An ad hoc
committee and all the faculty members together with the
director met in New York City for the purpose of selecting
from the applicants, those to he invited.
After the invited had replied in acceptance, all
correspondence from this point onward was done between the
assistant to the director, under his supervision, and the
attendees who were expected to attend.
The correspondence covered:
a. Names, ages and sex of those to accompany each
attendee
b. Any special request
C. Understandings between CSU and AIRS
d. Rules and regulations governing medical services
at Colorado State University.
e. Room assignments
f. Maps and instructions for travel
g. Lecture timetable and faculty agenda
h. Preliminary reading list
i. Date and time which participants were expected
to arrive and leave
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During the_ faculty and ad hoc committee meeting, ;iculty
members were asked to send their requests for books they
wished to have ordered, atom models ;seeded for lectures and
computer facilities, they wished to have available during the
conference.
	 The library set up in 1966, was itemised and sent
in advance to CSU,, where it -.,as* rjrc•ani?ed as the colloquium 	 r^
library. At '_ho end of the colloquium, it was returned-to
the Center-for Theoretical 3iology. These orders were made
prior the starting date and all deliveries were mr.de to CSU.
II..Upon arrival at CSU, each family checked'in at the
dormitory desk and were issued the followings
1. Room keys
2. Meal tickets
3. Folio (containing additional informati-)n)
A meeting for all attendees and families and CSU staff
was held the first week to give everyone an opportunity to
become acquainted, with facilities.
General lectures were held two or three mornings a week
from 8:30 to about 10:00. Working parties then went to their
own meeting rooms until 11:30, lunch time. Families were
free to do as they wished from this point until 7:00 p.m.,
when evening meetings were held (Monday through Thursday. The
stopping time of these sessions depended on the progress of
the groups. Much Gf the time participants were invclved
until after 10:00 p.m. Some working parties had s,?ecial
afternoon discussion sessions of general interest to the
colloquium.
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Near the close of the sessions, CSU figured the charges
for each family. Any charges for which AIDS was not respon-
sible were collected by the CSU staff during the colloquium.
On the last day, each person or family in attendance,
was responsible for returning room keys to the dormitory
office when checking out.
III. Comments on the colloquium arrangements for the
dependents.
The letter sert to participants requesting that parents
provide adequate supervision for their children, resulted in
a very trou.blefree colloquium. No complaints regarding the
behavior of the children were received.
The colloquium this time was very unstructured, and
groups formed spontaneously for such events as picnics, games,
trip to the mountains, etc. Organization of the families was
found to be undesirable in this instance and overall group
interactions were satisfactory.
Due to the limited budget available, it was found nec-
essary to have parents of one child under five years old,
share a room with the child. This was not a very satisfactory
arrangement, and some solution should be considered for the
next colloquium.
IV. Check List.
a. Appoint faculty :nembers.
b. Publish and circulate notices and ask for those
interested to request applications.
C. Send out application blanks.
d. Check application forms after they are returned.
FV
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IV. Check List. (continued)
e. Open file on each applicant.
f. Send out reference forms.
g. Select ad hoc committee to worn with faculty members
for screening applicants.
h. Set date for committee meeting for selec'-inq attendees.
i. Send letter invitin g those who have been selected and
ask them to respond if they accept.
j. Send letter to participants concerning recommendations
(1-4) page 53 of this report.
k. Cover correspondence Procedure in same :runner as in
Part I, page .• 50 of this report.
1. Send letters of regret to unsuccessful candidates.
C
